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Fax: +971 4 321 5838
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Inside MIM is a periodic newsletter written by MIM staff. It discusses key topics in
management, consulting, auditing and accounting, etc. Since MIM is engaged in the field of
management consultancies, our professionals have adequate expertise that they have
gained through their years of experience at MIM. They therefore share their expertise and
thoughts through this newsletter. Martin Cox & Associates, MIM sister company, is engaged
in the field of auditing and accounting. Our professionals, through their experience in
auditing and accounting, share updates, insights and information about auditing and
accounting to keep you informed and up-to-date.
Subscribe to our newsletter online in order to stay current and receive notifications when
newsletters are published and our latest news as well.
Website: www.mimcons.net

For any inquiries contact us:
Tel: +971 4 321 5848
Fax: +971 4 321 5838
Email: secretary@mimcons.net
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Brief About MIM Group
MIM Feasibility Studies & Consultancies
 MIM is a specialized leading consultancy firm with over 33 years of
experience in the field of feasibility studies and management
consultancies serving the region’s top organizations and governments.
 Our professionals are result-oriented and thrive on achieving clients’
satisfaction which is the benchmark that measures our performance
and success.

ASEL AL MAAYER Auditing & Consulting
 We offer a wide range of professional services in auditing &
assurance, bookkeeping & accounting, and consultation services to
small and medium sized organizations.
 Our professionals are highly educated and well trained, and are fully
dedicated to serve our clients with due professional care and integrity.
We do not just deliver reports; we make sure that our services will be
a major contribution to your success and business development.

EBTIKARAT
 Ebtkarat is MIM representative office in Cairo, Egypt. Its core
business is management and business consultancies.
 Our Ebtkarat team collaborates with MIM team in order to ensure
the best quality services are provided to our clients to achieve our
clients’ satisfaction and maintain a long term business relationship.

EBTIKARAT Development
 Ebtikarat Development is a leading software house for developing
desktop, websites and mobile applications, based in Egypt and Dubai.
With the use of the latest information technology and
telecommunication tools we achieve targets depending on a strong
technical base and carefully selected expert resources.
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Marketing your own self
Write an effective resume

Marketing is all about persuasion. When you want to market a specific product you
should know how to persuade your target market, how the product will appeal to that
market, and focus on points of differentiation that gives your product a competitive
advantage over the others.
The same thing applies to jobs. When you want to apply for a job you become the
‘product’, the recruiter is your ‘target market’. How can you persuade your recruiter?
How can you make yourself stand out among the many other applicants?
The key to winning a high quality interview is to write a winning resume. The reason
we say ‘winning a high quality interview’ is because a good resume will never
guarantee you a job; it can only guarantee a high quality interview. Winning a job will
mainly depend on other factors which will be revealed through the interview. When
writing your resume, give more emphasis to areas that you think will attract the
prospective employer. Your resume must include information about your
qualifications, experiences, skills; yet it should be concise and clear. So basically a
brief summary about your academic and work history.
Most recruiters scan the resumes that they receive in less than a minute, for this
reason your resume has to be brief and well organized, always omit unnecessary
details which is not related to the job you are applying for. Equally important, it has to
look attractive, neat and simple in order to grab the recruiter’s attention and give an
impression about your personality and professionalism. After drafting your resume,
review it in terms of content and visual presentation. Your resume should answer the
following questions: are your experiences relevant to the job? What are your best
qualities? does your qualification meet the job requirements? How can you fill this
job effectively? Why would the employer choose you for the job?. In order to look
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professional your resume must look professional, so visual presentation matters!
Below are few hints:
-

List your work experiences and academic history in reverse chronological
order.
Be consistent with the format (fonts, colors, style, spacing, etc)
Limit your resume to only 1- 1.5 pages
Do not write paragraphs. Use bullets instead to make easily readable
Make sure there are no grammatical errors
Avoid using abbreviations
Tailor your objective specifically for the job you are applying for
Use boldface or underline for headlines and titles
Maintain adequate white space
Do not add a picture that is not professional

Last but not least, send your resume to a friend(s) and get their feedback. This is very
important because even if you proofread once and twice you may overlook some
mistakes such as formatting or grammatical errors. Now you are ready to submit your
resume and get yourself ready for a winning interview.

Lamya Mahmoud
Auditor

Asel Al Maayer
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LIQUIDATION
The mercy killing

Liquidation is the term used to winding up of an organization, i.e. by definition
“termination of a business by using its assets to discharge its liabilities”. It is of two
types voluntary and court liquidation. Voluntary liquidation is initiated by members
or shareholders and Court liquidation mostly by creditors. In either case it only
makes sense to shut down a business if it is not able to generate the value which is
expected out of it.
It is thus interesting to metaphorize liquidation as mercy killing, as both are to put an
end to the existence, certainly the latter one being more painful (to end a natural
life).

Liquidation Process
After the resolution (for Voluntary Liquidation) has been passed or the court order
being obtained, the liquidation process starts with the liquidator being appointed.





Liquidator then collects the assets of the company (including uncalled
capital) and settles dues and creditors in the following order:
o First secured creditors from the proceedings of the sale of particular
collateral asset.
o The costs, charges and expenses involved in the liquidation
o Wages and Salaries payable to employees.
o Unsecured Creditors.
o Any interest that is attached to any debt. (Only if the debt became
due before the liquidation process)
o Any debt to the shareholders of the company.
Surplus funds if any are then distributed to shareholders in the proportion of
their holding in the company.
The company is then formally dissolved.
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Benefits of Liquidation
There are certain advantages to liquidation as well. The major ones are:




Once your company is in liquidation, its creditors cannot take any further
action against you.
Any Legal action against the company is stopped as soon as the company
closes.
And of course, you can hunt your fortunes with a new business.

We do sometimes recommend companies to liquidate if this is the better
solution. However, we always wish your business long and healthy life ahead.

Falah Mustafa
General Accountant
MIM Feasibility Studies & Consultancies

falah.musthafa@gmail

.com
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